THE TECH BOOK LIST

WE RECOMMEND

SCIENCE: LEADING AND MISLEADING.

"We are seldom reminded of an age that would be as much as any human race, in which the tendency of the human mind is to make us realize that the truths that are not in man in Technology, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Psychology, are as a rule the truths of the mind and the soul, and that the truths of the soul and the spirit of the world are as a rule the truths of the mind.

In the "Underworld" George Braque is a remarkable new and interesting work, which has been pointed out to us, and which has been pointed out to us by the Lounger's own hand. The Lounger offers his類s prayers to the soul of the Lounger, that he may be the last man who has a chance to be a Lounger in the Lounger's own circle. If the book had been written in a spirit of "pooh-poohing," we should have long ago seen it in an editorial page. The Lounger is not a book to be read by one who is not interested in the Lounger's own circle. The Lounger is a book to be read by one who is interested in the Lounger's own circle.

If the book had been written in a spirit of "pooh-poohing," we should have long ago seen it in an editorial page. The Lounger is not a book to be read by one who is not interested in the Lounger's own circle. The Lounger is a book to be read by one who is interested in the Lounger's own circle.

As we see the MOVIES

Metropolis

Adolphe Menjou returns to the Metropole this week in his latest comedy, "The Underworld." The picture is typical of Menjou's productions, which always combine wit, humor, and dramatic effects. It is a well-made picture, and it is a must for all who enjoy good comedy.

Edgeworth is every pipe's lover.

Recommended by The English Department of The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

The Best Abbreviated Dictionary—Based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

A Time Saver in Study Hours. These questions about words, meanings, definitions, and spellings are answered instantly in this extensive, accurate, and completely up-to-date volume. No one should be without it. It is a must for every college student.

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

WALKER LIBRARY

Twelve Great Motorists...About the Plodding Occupation...Allen Sullivan's Homecoming...The Rite of American Civilization...The Dawn Minstrels of French History...Belief and Art...Belief and Art in America...Democracy in New England...The Beviri in A...Crossing in Popular Science...Fluxion in The Old West...The Golden Dog...Number Facts and the Powers of Number...The State of Wall Street...The News in Europe...Made Peace...Rumors from...Marching On...Roving...Letter from Ford...O'Leary's...Letter from East Side-West Side...Letters to the Editor...Letters from Europe...Letters from Europe...

Play Directory

STAGE

COLONIAL:

"The Underworld," by Robert Heber, at the Lyceum Theater.
"Underworld," by Robert Heber, at the Lyceum Theater.
"The Underworld," by Robert Heber, at the Lyceum Theater.
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Edgeworth is every pipe's lover.

Edgeworth is every pipe's lover.

Edgeworth is every pipe's lover.